Chenderit School first opened its doors to students in
September 1979. There were less than 200 students that
year, about twenty classrooms and twenty teachers. Over
the years, the school has grown and developed, each new
Head Teacher bringing with them their own insights and
ideas, but all united in their determination to make the school
as good a place as it can be. The school’s ethos has
remained constant: “Aim high.” It feels strange to think of all
the hundreds of students since that first September morning
that have completed their education at Chenderit and of how
the school may have shaped and guided them.
To mark the 40th anniversary of the school, we have
contacted some of those that have helped make Chenderit
the school it is. This book documents their responses.

Chenderit School, 1979

I feel deeply proud and very privileged to be the current Headteacher of Chenderit School.
Over many years, Chenderit has established a strong and supportive community where
staff and students strive to “Aim High, Work Hard and Be Nice” and to be leading this
community at the point of its 40th anniversary is a tremendous honour.
Chenderit would not be the community it is without the dedicated staff who work here. I
would like to pay tribute to all staff employed at Chenderit, past and present, whose
deep knowledge and passion for their subject matter and whose ability to build caring
relationships with students have made such a difference to the futures of so many. We
remain a strong and caring “team Chenderit” for very good reason, though we could not
be as successful as we are without the support of committed parents, carers and governors.
I thank these and all other stakeholders for their unwavering support of us.
It is impossible to identify my proudest or happiest memory to date. On a day to day basis,
I enjoy dipping into lessons to see our students engaging positively with our staff and in
their work across the whole range of subjects. Break and lunchtimes are particular
highlights – I enjoy watching our students as they socialise and form friendships that may
well last a lifetime. I also enjoy a number of key events in the year: celebration evening,
when we are able to congratulate our students for their achievements in the presence of
their parents; GCSE and A level results days, when we celebrate the progress our students
have made over many years and open evenings when we showcase our committed and
conscientious students and staff who both take great pride in speaking about our academic
achievements as well as the wider work of this fabulous school.
For me, our school days are so precious: they are the foundations on which our future
lives are built, a time when opinions are formed, enthusiasms are awakened, friendships
are made and characters are shaped. Therefore, my advice to all current students is to
grasp every opportunity that Chenderit offers you and to enter adulthood striving to be
the very best possible version of yourself.

Jane Cartwright, Head Teacher, 2013 - present
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“My proudest memory of Chenderit was that day in September 1979 when we first
welcomed the new pupils to the school. We could not help being proud in seeing
the large number of pupils, all wearing the smart red and navy blue uniform. Right
from the beginning, Chenderit was always a vibrant, innovative, happy and
successful school. My dream was always for Chenderit to be the best
comprehensive school in Northamptonshire, and one day the best in England. The
essence of this was encapsulated by the Aim High motto, which has links with
Archery Road, the road on which the school was built. The message we wanted to
give to our pupils was ‘If you want to hit your target, you should aim above it, as
you would with a bow and arrows. Aim high applies not only to your learning and
studies, but to your extracurricular activities and the less obvious areas of
attitudes, civilised behaviour, courtesy, helpfulness and service to others.’
We wanted any of our students to be the first to come forward to help a member
of the public or to offer his or her seat to an elderly person on a bus. He or she
would be pro-active in helping others and would brighten the day for them by a
smile or kind word or action.
The motto also applied to the school as a whole. We wanted our school to be the
best comprehensive in England for what it gave to and expected of its students.”
Stewart Francis, Head Teacher, 1979-1984
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“Memory is always selective. We remember standout moments and forget those

every day routines and encounters. For me, those routines, habits and customs of
Chenderit are still quite vivid. The walking around the corridors, sitting in the
refectory talking with staff and students in the lunch hour, those everyday
happenings provide a background to any standout moments. Many of the
important moments for everybody at the school, intentional or unintended, were
the interactions which meant something to someone at a particular time. They
hopefully brought some happiness, comfort or positive action to their lives.
Along with the ebb and flow there were the key issues of trying to provide what
one thought of as an holistic education. One is proud of the successes of past
students and staff including the support staff, however small or great these may
have been. That is the great reward of having the privilege of being a head teacher
at Chenderit.
We became nationally known for our approach to education: pioneering work in
personal and social development; setting up our own bespoke staff development
program with accreditation from Leicester University; a flying visit (quite
literally!) from the late Princess Margaret to open the new sixth form centre; and
leading the national opposition to high-stakes testing which dehumanised the
lives and achievement of schools, their staff and students.
But it is the day-to-day feeling of people finding their lives in school enjoyable that
matters. In the uncertain times that we live in, the staff and I always felt that
students should leave the school feeling confident to make their way in the world
and perhaps even challenge it occasionally. I hope that the school provided a sense
of well-being that gave everybody the courage to hope and give of their best to
others, to form happy relations with others and make their lives worthwhile.”
David Martin, Head Teacher, 1985 - 1996
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“One of my first responsibilities, even before the school was opened, was visiting
the feeder schools to find out about the young people who were coming to us that
September. From that point, I worked closely with the ten village primary schools
to build a feeling of partnership and community in order to ease the transition
process. It was quite a different approach, but helped Chenderit to be seen as a
significant part of the local social and cultural community. This sense of
community helped us through several turbulent events. Most memorable of
course, was when Barrie Walton, our deservedly popular Head of PE, died of a
heart attack. This was a terrible blow to everyone, and for many pupils and young
staff, the first time such a tragedy had struck so close to home. The school pulled
together in a most remarkable way and we emerged, if not stronger, certainly
closer and with greater mutual respect and sense of community. Other things I
remember with pride and pleasure, involve working closely with pupils and
colleagues and watching them change and grow in knowledge, understanding and
confidence, ready to move on to the next phase of their lives.
We live in an electronic age. I still remember Chenderit’s first office computer with
30MB hard drive, which they assured us would be more than we would ever need.
Instead of bringing us closer though, technology is also a way of cutting us off from
life, fostering a desire for instant solutions, and promoting an ability to spread
discontent or even bigotry anonymously and at no personal consequence. A sound
education and a strong sense of belonging to a caring community is still the best
way to counter any of these negative and destructive forces. I hope that past
students got that from Chenderit and that current students continue to do so.”
Roger Barrow, Deputy Head and Acting Head Teacher, 1979 - 2000

“Chenderit School was such a special place to be and I remember my time there
very fondly. I was really a run-of-the-mill Head who was principally focussed on
being in and around the school, participating in what the students were doing, and
working with the other local heads to find ways of collaborating and cooperating
for the benefit of all our schools. I was proud to be Head Teacher and was lucky
enough to work with a great team of staff who all shared the vision of wanting our
students to be as successful as possible. I was particularly proud to be part of the
bid to achieve Arts Status, but that was primarily the work of John Childs. I really
wish the whole school community every success, now and in the future.”
Jane Rochelle-Towle, Head Teacher, 1996 - 2005

“I can honestly say that of all the secondary schools in which I worked as Head
Teacher, my time at Chenerit was my happiest. Chenderit had, and I’m sure still
does have, a unique and fantastic combination of great staff, great students,
wonderfully supportive parents and a knowledgeable and appropriately
challenging governing body. I think, for me, it was the family feel of the place that
made it such a terrific school in which to work; the sense that everybody was
pulling in the same direction and supported each other. The caring ethos, the sense
of camaraderie and the sheer friendliness of the place always came through and
was the defining feature of what made, and makes, Chenderit truly outstanding.
I think that my proudest moment was leading the school through what turned out
to be a very challenging, and ultimately successful, Ofsted inspection in October
2003. The fact that, at the end of the day, that very tough team were forced to
acknowledge the very significant strengths of the school, shows just how resilient,
positive and forward looking all who make up the Chenderit community are.
Other great moments were the achievement of Visual Arts College status, led by
the incomparable talent that is John Childs! His vision and drive to succeed were
truly inspiring, and the completion of the Michael Heseltine Gallery has provided
the school with a first class exhibition space that will support generations of young
people to come to fulfil their creative potential.
On a more mundane level, for me, it was the day-to-day interactions that I enjoyed
most. Working with such great people as Patrick Taylor, Jerry Temple-Fry, Martin
Barber, David Howell, Caroline Head, Phil Marchington, Tom Christy, Bev
Martin, Mark Woodcock, Jane Rochelle-Towle, Dave Hebden, the aforementioned

John Childs (I could go on!), was, in a word:
FUN! Of course, a school exists for one
reason, and one reason only: to serve young
people: it is their school.
My advice to all young people is simple: listen
to advice. Listen to as much advice as you can
possibly get. In doing so you will hear
contrary things; different people will give
conflicting advice. This is good. Weigh it all
up, and then make your own mind up. It is
your life, and no-one else’s, and only you can
live it. You won’t always get it right. You will
make decisions that in time you will regret.
This is good, and quite normal, too. So long
as they have been your decisions, and you’ve
listened to what others have to say before
making them, you can live with mistakes.
Finally, when push comes to shove, and the chips are down, and you don’t know
which way to go, I suggest that you follow your heart, and not your head! I went
on from Chenderit to be the headteacher in two other secondary schools. Nothing
ever quite compared to Chenderit as a community and as a family.”
Andrew Warren, Deputy Head and Acting Head Teacher, 2000 - 2004

“I joined Chenderit in 2004 and can honestly say that my years as part of this
wonderful school have been some of the most positive experiences in my working
life. I will always remember fondly my colleagues, the parents/carers, governors
and students at Chenderit School. Probably more than any other of the six
schools I was lucky to work in, Chenderit taught me that schools are more than
the sum of buildings, exam results, meetings and budgets – they are alive, they
are living and breathing entities which owe their identity more to myth, stories
and legends than simplistic inspections and annual data. They are a culture and
an ethos bound together by the everyday actions of the people and communities
that they serve. Being kind to each other, respecting and celebrating difference,
working hard for worthwhile and shared goals, having the opportunity to smile
and laugh through engaging in memorable and life affirming events and
activities.
I used to love Year 7 camps in Wales; the staff versus Sixth Form races on Sports
Day; the artwork across the school, and our students talking together and
laughing at breaks and lunchtime. My proudest moments would be the celebration
evenings and the opportunity to share in the wonderful achievements of all our
students, particularly for those who had the longest learning journey to travel. I
was also really proud of our staff, no matter what their role, who always worked
so hard and still managed to keep smiling.
Forty years of teaching has shown me that the potential of all of us is virtually
limitless and that every person can surpass every expectation if they dare to dream
ambitious dreams and invest in learning for a bright future – for those who are
familiar with the “marshmallow experiment” this should strike a chord!
I hope that all Chenderit students, past and present, will always be responsible
citizens of the world who are environmentally and socially aware, and who by their
own actions make their own lives a success and strive to make the lives of those

around them better. While each student has a responsibility for their own
learning, they should also take responsibility for the learning and happiness of
those around them – locally, nationally and globally.
My advice to all students would be strive to be happy. Maintain meaningful and
close relationships with family and friends throughout your life. Work hard to
make those relationships work. Be honest, reliable, and considerate with a firm
moral compass and others will be the same with you. Join groups and others in
achieving things, be it a sports team, choir, community group or working
teams. Do some good somewhere for someone else and do it together with others.
Carry on learning new things. Challenge yourself. You will be surprised how
rewarding it will be.”
Paul MacIntyre, Head Teacher 2004 – 2007

Jane Cooper, David Howells,
John Childs, Katherine Mobberley, Paul MacIntyre, Patrick Taylor

Friendship: a key component of life at Chenderit.

“It is almost impossible to pull out a single memory or recollection of my time at
Chenderit that would do justice to how I felt and feel about the school. Yes, there
were problems and challenges, but there always seemed to be a can-do spirit
amongst everyone that was really motivating and optimistic. I saw that optimism
everywhere; in students and amongst staff, and always felt that we were united
in a common cause to be a happy, safe and successful school. The sense of
community, common purpose and kindness was very strong. This was not the
result of a single person, or group of people. It was created by us all and was the
product of many years of known and forgotten people and faces.
I am most proud of a sunny afternoon in July. I was on duty and wandered around
the site; starting near the tennis courts and then towards the bank. It was very
hot. Children were sitting down rather than running around. I did not see a single
student being daft or silly. Everyone seemed happy. As I turned the corner towards
the bank there were groups of students with guitars, playing and singing. It was
a scene that I had never seen before and I knew, as I stood there, that it was an
impossibly perfect moment in time, when Chenderit was at its best. Rather
romantic, I know, but it’s how I choose to remember the school.
As for advice for students today? School is the greatest human invention and there
is no better time than in our time to be educated in this country with its endless
opportunities. Very soon there will not be a single person asking or telling you to
do your work or meet a deadline. Those voices will become quieter and quieter. I
guess if you are 13 or 14 that sounds great, but in adulthood it will be down to you
alone to motivate yourself. And so I would say to you that you ought to adopt a
very different view of those staff who nag and moan at you to do your best. They’ve
had their education and they want you to have yours and squeeze as much fun and
contentment from your life as you possibly can.”
Barry Doherty, Deputy Head and Acting Head Teacher, 2006 - 2011
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“I have so happy memories of my time at Chenderit. They are all of pupils
surprising themselves with their abilities, discovering talents they didn’t know
they had. Also, of staff who grew in confidence and enjoyment of their work. I have
never worked with such a committed and thoughtful group of professionals. Or of
the office, kitchen, cleaning, care taking, staff and of course my brilliant PA, all so
tolerant and patient. All made the school the excellent place it is.
A bittersweet memory would be the way we pulled together and looked after each
other when Matt Brace died. The scale of the shock was matched by the generosity
and warmth with which we remembered him. He was such a special teacher and
we miss him so much.
Predictably though, my proudest moment would be when the inspectors told us we
were “outstanding”. I was so proud of my leadership colleagues and the
astonishing hard work of the whole school community.
The advice I would like to pass on to students would be this: Enjoy life. Enjoy the
moment. As Brene Brown says: “dare greatly”.”
Graham Tyrer, Head Teacher, 2008 - 2014

“The school made me feel part of
a family, probably because there
were so few students at the school
at the time: we all knew everyone
by name, even the dinner ladies
knew us all. At that time the
regime was very strict, a lot of the
standards came from the headteacher, who I believe came from
a public school. We had uniform
checks every Friday, this involved
kneeling on the floor, your skirt
had to be A-line, and exactly
touch the floor. The fashion at
that time was for very short
skirts, so we all used to roll our
skirts up at the band, and then
just unroll them ready for
inspection. There were a few
rebellious students that were
admired by everyone, Kate
Rollason and Tina Wingrove were examples. They once dyed their hair blue, which
we all thought was very cool, but as soon as they came into school they were
suspended. My advice to current students is to always remember that everything is
transitory: enjoy every moment of every day, even the bad stuff, it will all pass.
Remember that life isn’t just about being the best, as long as we try our best, and in
the process make everyone else better.”
1979 Chenderit Student

“I remember walking in to the school on the very first day, feeling very nervous but
equally very proud as we were the eldest year in the school. I remember going to
Salzburg with Mr and Mrs Childs. Mr Newman was amazing, he taught French. I
also remember typing lessons using the manual typewriters. The first performance
was “The King and I”. There was a fete where the teachers were put in stocks and
had wet sponges thrown at them.”
1979 Chenderit Student

Original School Badge, designed by Mr Childs

“My first detention was courtesy of Miss Breeze in Week 1 of my first year at
Chenderit. There were low, round tables outside the library and I naughtily had
my feet on one of them during lunch. When Miss Breeze asked, “what do you think
you’re doing? Would you do that at home?” I replied, “Yes Miss” and instantly got
a week’s detention! I’m happy to say after that I didn’t get many detentions. The
end of term water fight when I was probably 15 was monumental! The whole year
got hauled into the gym by Mr Barrow, if I remember correctly, and he absolutely
roasted us… but the funniest thing was when everyone stood up to leave there were
lots of damp puddles where they’d been sat on the gym floor. My favourite teacher
had to be Mr Smith, the music teacher. He was so much fun. One time we moved
the whole classroom outside onto the tennis court before he arrived. Tables and
everything. He just laughed. I can’t remember if we had the lesson outside in the
end or not though. Mr Smith used to let us play music on the stereo at lunch too;
good 80’s disco. Great bloke! Miss Perlmutter was great too, such a fun lady. Her
lessons were always good. She and Mr Smith accompanied us on a trip to Austria
with Mr Childs when I was 13. We had the best time. Mrs Richards was the sewing
teacher and she was a lot of fun. Unlike Mrs Booth who was the typing teacher and
she was a very scary lady. I was lucky to have Mr Davies as my 1st & 2nd year
tutor, then Mr Childs for years 3-5. He was a calming influence over the kids. And
our lot were a challenge. Some great characters. The school play and musicals were
the best times too! The school was awesome as everything was brand spanking new.
Stuff we’d never seen before too like the Language Lab, Dance/Drama Studio and
the divider in the main hall. There were wooden lockers too. Mine was number 275”
1979 Chenderit Student

“In the mid-1980s, as a result of a series of strikes and a period of working to rule,
extra-curricular activities in many schools ceased. In 1987 a national settlement
was reached, and, slowly, normal school life resumed.
Martin Barber, David Derbyshire and I, three (youngish) teachers with an interest
in theatre, and varied experience of drama, were keen to do a big school
production. David talked fondly of a show that had been put on in Chenderit
several years before, and taken to our German partner school in Fallersleben. We
were keenly aware that there had been no large scale productions for a few years:
would there be the interest and enthusiasm, the commitment from staff and
students, and the support from parents, to make it a success?
We discussed which show to do. In the end the choice seemed quite simple: despite
its dodgy sexual politics and a scene involving smoking (both things more
acceptable then than, thankfully, they are today – we found ways to play them
down) Grease had well-known tunes, was popular at the time, and had great
brand recognition.
We planned a big launch, in two half-school assemblies. Students sat on the floor
of the gym (as they did in those days for assemblies) facing the divider. The
assembly began with the deputy head, Graham Robb, expressing concern about
fraternisation in the corridors between students, and how this needed to stop. As
he spoke, bass notes from the guitar of Kevin Bown, head of humanities, throbbed
out from speakers near the walls of the gym, and the divider slowly rose to reveal
a cast of teachers in full costume as the cast of Grease signing “Summer Nights”,
with a full live band led by head of music, Pam Jewkes.
We need not have worried about enthusiasm from students: sign-up sheets for
auditions in the dining room were filled with nearly two hundred names by break.
Members of a student rock band in school were keen to be involved. We held
auditions for acting, singing and dancing, filled the cast, and all those who had

auditioned and did not get a part – some 80 or so students - had a place in the
choir.
Big shows are a massive collective effort: Phil Marchington masterminded the
sound and kept a technical eye on the lights; a student designed the central image
for the show that formed the backdrop, and was printed on programmes and Tshirts. Plans were made to tour the show in our German partner school and two
others. We needed a car, and Mark Woodcock and students made us a wooden
one. In fact, we did not have to use it – a kind parent lent us a bright green
Triumph Stag, and even drove it to Germany.
Rehearsals went well, and the cast, including many
who were acting for the first time, or in roles quite
unlike their normal personas, were committed and
proficient. The only moment of doubt came when our
partner school brought over a production of
Underground. It was a gritty, rocky piece of music
theatre with a social message, performed by a cast in
the late teens, with a semi-professional band. They
sent us something mature, urban, serious performed
by earnest young adults; all we could offer in return
was a candy-floss confection performed by school
students.
The gym was transformed into a performing space: we
hired in or borrowed two banks of seating. We used
the lighting tower to create height for the backdrop.
Nigel Mills led a team that created an American diner
in the other half of the gym, revealed when the divider
was raised at the interval.

And, as in all the best musicals and films, it all came together on the night. The
chorus radiated enthusiasm; the leads performed with confidence and skill;
students you might not have expected to see on stage turned in brilliant comic
performances. When the divider was raised and the car was pushed on for the
drive-in movie scene, there was at least one excited whisper: “It’s a Stag.” We had
full houses every night, four shows before Easter and three after (to help fund the
trip to Germany.) The Northamptonshire schools sixth-form enrichment coordinator, who brought a group of students said he had not seen a school
production with such energy before.
We did our seven performances in England, and shortly after we took the coach to
Fallersleben in Germany, with the cast and band, and the lighting tower
dismantled in the hold, but without the choir. We stayed with host families and
our daily routine was to arrive at a school at around 8.00am, set up the show,
lighting, sound, the tower for backdrop; we rehearsed in the morning and made
sure we performed some of the big songs at breaktime to attract an audience.
We broke at around 1.00pm, did some sightseeing in the afternoon – going, on one
day, to two adjoining villages that had been split by the East/West German wall
after the Second World War – then performed at night. We stood near the barriers,
looking up at the watchtowers – watching the guards watching us.
The show was received with tremendous enthusiasm, and our cast had become
such confident and energetic performers that when one night the microphones
failed for our backing singers (members of the cast taking the place of our choir of
80) no one noticed, because their singing was so strong.

The whole experience was a brilliant
example of what creative activity, the power
of theatre, can do to energise a community.
One of the leads described making very slow
progress through his village on the morning
after a show because so many people
wanted to stop and talk to him and
congratulate him.
The following year we did a full production
of Twelfth Night, set at the end of a pier in Edwardian England, with changingroom tents, dry ice and a boat on stage at one point, a string quartet playing
original music written by a then sixth former David Golby, and with a duel fought
with boxing gloves and swords.
In 1990 we did a production of West Side Story, again taking it to Germany. This
time we went back to the village divided by the Cold War, now reunited, six
months after the fall of the Berlin Wall. We performed in a school in former East
Germany – and it felt as though we were at a time and in a place of historical
significance.
Twelfth Night and West Side Story were more technically challenging, and
tremendous achievements each in their own way, but nothing can compare with
the excitement of that production of Grease. It is still thrilling to remember the
heat and noise of the cavernous school hall of the school in Fallersleben, with the
audience of several hundred on their feet, the applause and the cries of “Zugabe”
– encore. And all prompted by a coachload of school students and staff from a little
village in South Northamptonshire, endowed with the power of creativity, and the
drama of drama: oh, those summer nights.”
Patrick Taylor, Deputy Head, 1984 - present
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“I am very proud of having been a member of staff at Chenderit for over 30 years.
After gaining my position as Assistant Headteacher and being part of the
Leadership Team I have been able to support students, parents and staff whilst
helping the school to develop and gain its reputation as the best secondary school
in the local area. Being in a position of trust and being able to offer our young
adults clear and positive values has been a very important part of my roll at
Chenderit.
Two of my most memorable days were when Peter and David (my sons and past
students) each received their outstanding A level results. These enabled them both
to attend their first choice of University on their chosen course. The staff at this
school had taught them really well and they have gone on to excel in their chosen
careers. Another proud day for me was when my wife Janet heard the news that
she had been awarded her Advanced Skills Teacher in Mathematics status. A
great reward for all her expertise and hard work, most of which was also at this
school. My involvement in the Chenderit School Association (PTA) was also a key
part of my work in school, not only for the fund-raising aspect which benefitted
many departments and students but also for the social side of school life.
Being able to problem solve and work out solutions through the design process is
a key skill for many wide ranging and highly skilled careers and jobs. I hope that
my leadership of the teaching of Design and Technology to our young adults has
gone some considerable way towards improving their life chances, design and
practical skills and enabling them to reach their potential in their chosen career,
whatever that may be.”
Mark Woodcock, Assistant Head, 1986 - present
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“I joined Chenderit in April 2014 and have thoroughly enjoyed my time to date. I
joined Chenderit when my brother was in Y7. Seeing him getting his good GCSE
results was very special. I felt very lucky to be able to witness his delight as he
read down the list of results.
I'm extremely proud of the improvements the English team have made in terms
of outcomes for our GCSE students and how we have embedded new curriculum
ideas so students can develop mastery and are consistently pushed to be the best
that they can be. Our new supplementary texts across the curriculum are
developing the cultural capital of our students. I'm also chuffed that our English
GCSE resit students have all secured that all important “Grade 4 and
above”. Seeing the surprise on the faces of our first students to gain a grade 9
will always stay with me; their hard work paid off- and it was a pleasure to be a
small part of that.
I've loved developing a strong, happy and cohesive English team and we all take
great pleasure at seeing students grasp a new concept. Chenderit is a fantastic
place to work and it's all worthwhile when a student says thank you or you spy a
student reading or picking up a novel you've recommended. I feel very fortunate
that I have been able to support interns with placements and then so many of
them have joined the team and gone on to have fantastic early careers.
I try and live my life by something I've coined the 'Pollyanna' principle- trying to
see good in adverse situations. You can learn from mistakes and often they make
you a better person. I don't like failing but not trying is worse. My advice to
students would be: Try and take risks every now and again. Try things out of
your comfort zone. Accept change. Adjust to new scenarios. Don't limit yourself.
What you believe, you can achieve. Also, listen to Baz Luhrmann's 'Everybody's
free to wear sunscreen' from 1999. Follow that advice.”
Natalie Dale, Assistant Head, 2014 – present
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“As a Photography teacher, my happiest memories of Chenderit School include
those very small moments in time when students creatively find a solution to
taking that extra special photograph. Many good images are regularly captured,
yet every now and then, I look at a photograph, and become overwhelmed with the
notion of ‘wow – I wish I had taken that!’ You would be surprised at just how often
it happens!
Musical Theatre shows have, for me, always been a feature of Chenderit School.
Watching young people perform, act, be someone they otherwise would not
normally be and hearing the audience react to them are times that will always last
in my mind. Sixth form Dames, giant people eating plants and some comedy
performances that you would just not believe unless you were there! Amongst
these events are times when I hear young people sing beautifully, dance with grace
and make me laugh, but having a kiss blown to me by a Dame, is a memory that
is likely to last with me for a lifetime!
Since joining Chenderit School, I have had the privilege in being the person who
takes the photographs of students and their families on examination result days.
The notion of being able to look through a camera lens, watch young people open
result envelopes and to see their faces literally light up in front of me, brings an
emotion that I find difficult to fully describe to others. I absolutely and genuinely
feel extremely proud to take so many pictures of the happiness, relief and absolute
joy, when watching young people celebrate their fantastic achievements.
Having spent most of my life at school, the feature that still amazes me even today
is how I still learn how to be a better person. Education is really life long, and for
secondary school pupils, this is only one stage of that life long experience. If you
always approach learning with an open mind and a genuine belief it will make you
a better person, then your love of learning will continue forever.”
Roddy Lloyd Jones, Deputy Head Teacher, 2015 - present

Mr Marchington and one of the school’s computers

“The happiest memories that I have from Chenderit are always down to the
wonderful people that I am privileged enough to work with. There is always
someone to talk to and who will listen; giving a supportive ear when needed.
The science department I work in is fabulous and there are many stand out
moments and memories: Megan Bailey dressing the science department skeleton
in a variety of outfits depending on “how he felt”; Phil Marchington buying two
fancy dress costumes for World Book Day, showing his wife one but changing into
his real costume once his wife had gone to work (I’m still not sure what he was
hiding); the constant “Yorkshireness” of Cathy Haycock; and finally, the true
reliability of Sharon Channer. If I have ever forgotten anything, then Sharon will
already have spotted, completed and not even told me it was done – I’m not sure
what the department or the school would do without her.
The most recent World Book Day really showed what wonderful people we all work
with and the moment all the science department came in showing the effort they
had gone to with their costumes will be a treasured memory. This, of course was
organised by Tracey Rose who is possibly the most annoyingly amusing person I
work with. This has led to a few jokes being made – usually at my expense; my
signature being one!
Other memorable moments always include the success of students, especially in
the current climate of changing curriculum and grading systems. Seeing so many
students adapt so well to the changes and being so successful will always be very
precious in my memories. Each year the students provide similar but seemingly
different challenges and each year they rise to the occasion; surprising themselves
as they grow into young adults. The journey of each student is different and
unique and it is my pleasure to be part of this. This is why Chenderit School is
such a special place to work.”
Andy Williams, Assistant Head, 2015 - present

The original Chenderit carpet!
In 1979, this carpet could be found in almost all the classrooms. It remains in just one today.

“Moving to Chenderit was a step into the future. I’d spent two years at Blessed
George Napier in Banbury, which was not in a good state at that time. Chenderit
was a step into the brave new world of the 1980s. It was warm and new. The
building was attractive and spacious. We had comfy chairs outside the library. All
was clean and unspoiled. I can remember the new smell of the hall where we had
our assemblies. I can’t say I loved school – I felt like a bit an outsider, at least until
the sixth form. But many of the teachers had a real impact – like geography teacher
Miss Perlmutter, and later Mr Robb and Mr Sims, whose lessons I remember till
this day. Miss Harding taught with a thoroughness that has stood me in good stead,
and Ms Breeze was both terrifying and fascinating – the first woman I’d met who
overtly described herself as a feminist. We had a fabulous library, great field trips,
and yes, a sense of possibility with everything to play for in a brand new school.”
1979 Chenderit Student

“In 1979, I started in the second year (Year 8 now) when the school opened. It was
great to have a school with all new equipment and books and no graffiti! I
remember Mr Childs, the art teacher and Mr Mills, the history teacher and also
Miss Breeze, the English teacher and Mrs Walstoncroft, the games teacher who all
the boys fancied!”
1979 Chenderit Student

The canteen staff receiving a certificate, early 1990s

“Who would believe, when I started working at Chenderit’s kitchen 39 years ago
that I would still be there! I have watched my two sons come and go and also my
granddaughter who left last year. Things have altered a lot over the years. Health
and safety would have a heart attack if they saw what we used to serve the
children: chips every day, jam fritters (jam sandwiches coated in sugar and then
battered and fried), syrupy drinks, cakes donuts. The kids used to love them all!
They also loved the meals we made: shepherd’s pie, sausage and mash, roast
dinners, curry.
The school has grown so big. I went to take something over to Mr Hebden today.
It was a good job Mandy was with me, I wouldn’t have found my way back without
her!
We have had a lot of fun over the years and a few mishaps. I set fire to my apron
one time and there have been a few burnt offerings, but fingers crossed we haven’t
poisoned anybody and the kids have always loved what we’ve served up.
Each new year group of kids think they’re different, but they’re not that different
from their parents- a lot of whom I have fed!”
Janet Aris, 1980 -2019

“I have been a member of staff at Chenderit for longer than I care to remember.
Initially I was a supply member of staff covering for a colleague who was ill, this
then evolved into a part time role, and finally full time. Both my children enjoyed
their school years at Chenderit and this gives us shared reminiscences.
One of the most daunting memories I have was that of being persuaded to take
part in a song and dance routine from Grease for the Extravaganza with some of
my tutor group (plus Mrs Gregory and Mrs Liddiard) – it fortunately went well.
An odd recollection was taking part in an exercise on the tennis courts for the
Guiness Book of Records as part of the whole school. Everyone had to tap their
head whist rubbing their tummy whilst being adjudicated - we apparently broke
the record for the number taking part!
Some of my happiest memories are those taking A level lessons. It was a real joy
to share my knowledge and enthusiasm for Food Science with students with a
similar passion. Many groups worked together brilliantly; sharing their
understanding with humour and generosity – happy days.
As with most experiences in life – the more you put in the more you get out.”
Jane Atterby, 1994 - 2019

“It is testimony to the ‘power’ of Chenderit that the years since I joined in
September 1985 have flown by. It is the sense of community that is the most
rewarding reason for staying. I’ve met former students on my ‘travels’ who stop to
say thank you; whether in Tesco in Banbury, at a music festival or even Bondi
Beach Sydney Australia! Universally they speak fondly of their time at Chenderit
and the impact it has had on their lives. In fact the students in the fifth year
History class (Year 11) when I started are now fast approaching their 50th
birthdays! How long before I teach their grandchildren? So as ‘Mr Chips’ I must
have been under 10 when I started teaching here!
Inevitably you tend to take for granted the everyday experience of teaching but
this is the bed rock of my passion for Chenderit; working with some extraordinary
colleagues and inspiring History teachers to create a real buzz about learning:
from the experiments such as Hing (teaching History and English together to Year
8) to cross-curricular weeks.
One of my proudest and most satisfying achievements was working with our
cluster of primary schools over a series of projects to encourage writing. Year 7
and 8 worked alongside primary children aged 5 to 11 on a series of projects under
the banner ‘Excite to Write’. The ‘Community Cohesion’ projects started small and
ended big. It connected every cluster school and our lower school with valuing the
experience of migrants in ‘Life in a Suitcase’, linking each school to a charity shop
and finally taking a world view with a celebration of the Olympics in with a full
opening ceremony on the school field!
Chenderit has also given me the opportunity to travel the world - accompanying
groups to the most exciting of places, broadening horizons – from Soviet Russia in
1987, to a series of exchanges to Germany but also to Japan several times in the
late 80s and early 90s.

My fondest memories are reserved for
a series of school productions – forged
by the runaway success of Grease in
1988 and the ‘sequel’ West Side Story
two years later. Both involved large
casts, raised seating filling the sports
hall and trips to our partner school in
Germany. A real sports car was driven
to Germany by a parent and onto the
stage as ‘Greased Lightning’ whilst a
matinee of West Side Story performed
1991's The School for Scandal
behind the Iron Curtain was a race
against time before the regular East German power cuts! I also directed a number
of other productions including Little Shop of Horrors, Twelfth Night, School for
Scandal, Poppy, Singer and Noughts & Crosses. The high point was a joint
production of Oliver! with Middleton Cheney’s amateur dramatic group the
Lynden Players, with the sports hall transformed into Victorian London, mixing
students and adults to show what can be achieved when people of all ages work
together. On one night, Bill Sykes was taken ill and I had to tread the boards
myself, accompanied by a real life Bulleye dog.
Chenderit deserves to be proud of its achievements in helping individuals to
change their lives. I would urge any current student to ‘get involved’; to play a
positive role in everything they do. It is amazing how one experience can lead to
an interest that will last for life; forging friendships and opportunities you would
never have anticipated. Certainly the friends I’ve made in the school are friends
for life.”
Martin Barber, 1985 - present

School car park, 1980s

“Chenderit’s students and staff hold a cherished place in my memories. Returning
from working in France, I chose to live in Chenderit’s catchment so our two
daughters could go there. Rural Northamptonshire was a bit of a culture shock,
but the school was always accommodating in meeting students’ needs, and when
our elder daughter requested at the first half term in Y12 to drop Theatre Studies
and take Further Maths, she and another student were both taken on and taught
in lunch breaks and after school. I guess that worked for everyone, as my daughter
went to read maths at Birmingham and the other student went to Jesus College,
Cambridge!
My younger daughter arrived in Y9 and struggled briefly with language
adaptation. She recalls three particular teachers who also stayed in my mind:
Martin Barber’s ‘wonderful and always humorous’ history classes; Catherine
Sellars’ ‘incredibly enriching’ English Literature classes. (I remember Miss Sellars
gave a different book with a short note to each student in the GCSE class.
Remarkable.) and my own very favourite memory is of a World Book Day, when I
correctly identified Mr Marchington going to classes in a safari suit carrying a
vacuum cleaner as ‘Our Man in Havana’.
I am moved by the generosity of our staff, and think of the example of two reducedhours geography teachers who worked extra days to cover classes for public exams.
In almost 20 years on the Governing Body, I have had the immense privilege of
working with 4 different heads, all supported by the same professional, selfeffacing and invaluable PA. Financial control in the early days was shaky, until
we had the huge good fortune to recruit a former banker who from a cupboard near
Food Tech set us on an even keel, winning an LSC grant to build the Sixth Form
block, and building the Heseltine gallery with Specialist Arts Status funds.
Transformational.
Finally, I have been lucky to work with a remarkable group of governors. The
financial challenge for schools today is harder than ever. Luckily, Chenderit is a
great community and continues to rise to those challenges and overcome them.”
Roger Bell, Governor, 1999 - 2019

“I think fondly of my time at Chenderit and find it difficult to pick out a single
memory that reflects my time there. More than anything else though, I
remember the kindness, good humour and diligence of the people at Chenderit
over many years.”
Jonathan Briggs, 2008 - 2018

A level Art textiles students screen-printing, 1991

“When I was asked to write about my memories over the years I have been at the
school I found it quite a challenge as there are so many of them, and Chenderit
has been such a large part of my life over the last 33 years. I arrived here in
September 1985 fresh out of university and have so many happy memories it is
hard to choose just a few.
First, there are all the extra trips and activities that both staff and students can
get involved in. In July 1986, I was lucky enough to be asked to help with a sixth
form induction trip to the Channel Islands, where we spent a week sailing over to,
and around, the islands. What an experience! The French exchange was another
amazing experience. Then there were all the activities during Activities Week. For
many years I took part in Year 7 Camp, then Golf and finally Crafty Ideas. All
these trips and activities gave me the opportunity to see another side to students,
who developed skills they did not know they had. This also gave them the
opportunity to work with a variety of staff they would not normally come into
contact with. I would recommend all future students to take part in as many
extracurricular activities as they can.
In September 1990 I took part in a Fulbright exchange to America (New Jersey),
where I swapped jobs with another teacher for a whole year. It was an amazing
year and gave me many ideas to try out on my return. One of these was the
development of a school Year Book. In 1996, with my Head of Year hat on, I got a
team of Year 11 students together and we produced the first Chenderit Year Book.
I think we drove people mad with all the photographs we took. I then went on to
produce another with Mrs Thomas in 1997 and in 2001 with my next group of Year
11 students. I often look back at the books, which give a snap shot of school life
and I hope the students in them continue to enjoy them as much as I do.

The best part of my job over the years has to be those magic moments in the
classroom when something you are teaching suddenly clicks with a student, or you
inspire them to pursue your subject, in my case Chemistry, to higher levels. If I
were to try to give current students any words of wisdom, it would be to participate
in school life to the full and take every opportunity that life has to offer you. Enjoy
and create many lovely memories.”
Sharon Channer 1985 - present

The 1988-89 Heads of Year team
Claire Mills, Rachel Brannen, Nigel Mills, Sally Thomas,
Sharon Channer, David Derbyshire, Martin Barber and Dave Hebden

One of the many trips to Austria led by John Childs

“As Head of Art at Chenderit for 36 years, I have many happy memories of my
time there. The things I remember most vividly are all the extra-curricular
activities, visits and trips, something that I am a fervent believer in. They range
from the many Year Seven camps (especially the night we all slept under the
stars); to the walking holidays in Austria (especially the year we featured as a
double page spread in the Mail); to A level visits to Barcelona, Paris, Madrid,
Amsterdam and of course Venice.
Over the years I was able to build Chenderit’s reputation and specifically its
strength in the visual arts. There are many moments that still make me proud:
the opening of the gallery with Anthony Green and Lord Heseltine; the award to
an ex-student by the Royal Society of Artists at the opening of the National School
Art Show in London; and seeing the exhibition of our A level textile work on
display at the London Craft Council galleries.
The most memorable day was undoubtedly the visit by Princess Margaret to open
the new sixth form block in 1990, but also the Queen's Garden party which I was
invited to after a nomination by HMI as leading the most outstanding Art
department in the country.
As for advice to students, I would suggest, “Do what you enjoy, do what you are
good at, BUT try new things."
John Childs, 1979 – 2015

9TTC, Mr Christy’s first tutor group

“I have taught Art at Chenderit for the last twenty years or so, and am proud to
have been a part of such a strong department, to have taught with such amazing
teachers and to have been witness to all the creativity that the school has inspired.
Art is such a magical subject and can be so important for all students, whatever
their ability. Success in art requires hard work, creativity, passion and intellect:
all of these elements are characteristic of Chenderit, and it is those qualities that
help to make the school such a special place. Chenderit has this sense of warmth
about it, a sense that good will always prevail and that whatever challenges arise,
there will be someone there to help. It is a place where people stop and say hello;
where people smile and laugh; where new ideas are dreamed up and delivered,
where friendships are established and strengthened.
I am proud too of all that other Chenderit magic. It’s typical of our community that
students are sometimes willing to go above and beyond for the benefit of others. It
makes me proud to think of our students wanting to make a difference to their
communities and the world beyond. Not every school would encourage students to
do that.
There is a popular device in fiction, where someone returns to teach in the school
where they were a student. Both Hagrid and Professor Snape went to Hogwarts.
Miss Honey was once enrolled at Crunchem Hall. It’s all good. Chenderit is a good
place to be. I think fondly of the place, but have always had a desire to make it
better. I guess that’s another one of those contagious Chenderit attributes.”
Tom Christy, 1998 - present

Staff photo, 1980

“I was appointed at an interview at the primary school as Chenderit (not yet
named) was only three brick courses high.
It was a strange start to the first term, with few resources except the teacher, and
teaching the same lesson in beginners German to 8 classes every day. Once the
fire drill interrupted the fifth lesson of the day and afterwards it was impossible
to remember where I was in the lesson plan and with which class.
What was wonderful was the lack of tradition and precedent. We really did have
a blank canvas and great expectations. The first few appointments in Modern
Languages helped us thrive and David Derbyshire, Mary Groves, Graham Stroud
and Chantal Salt were stars.
One key to success was the quick linking and vibrant exchanges with the
Grammar School in Fallersleben. Our pupils' oral fluency and particularly high
marks in the oral exams at A level were attributable to the music, drama,
individual family exchanges and sixth-form work experience placements.
By the time I left, I felt that the school had all the basics for development into
becoming an outstanding school, but it is those early years I remember most
fondly.”
Chris Constantine, 1979-1988

Science students and members of the public, Chenderit School open day

“My early yeas in teaching were all in London schools, firstly as a physics teacher
then subsequently as Head of Physics departments of increasing sizes. Being
appointed in 1979 as Head of Science to a brand new school was exciting. Before
the first pupils entered the school in September of 1979, all of the courses and
curricula had to be agreed upon in consultation with other members of the
Foundation staff and the local authority science adviser. All of the equipment
needed to be researched, sourced and purchased, a prep room needed to be set up
and resources prepared for all of the courses. At the same time, the whole school
staff team were working on the systems and procedures as to how the school
should be run. I remember the long discussions that took place about what the
school should be called. Agreeing the name ‘Chenderit’ (medieval name for
Middleton Cheney) was no simple matter as was agreeing the first school uniform.
When the students first arrived, the atmosphere was more like that of a large
family as relationships developed between staff and students. It was hard work
but very rewarding as learning patterns were embedded and expectations
developed. It is no secret that a good education has the power to change a life.
Together, the exceptional group of colleagues I worked with strived to turn
Chenderit into a place of opportunity for all.
One of the most important benefits of education is how it improves personal lives
and helps societies run smoothly. We live longer, fuller, and happier lives as
educated and knowledgeable individuals. Schools are hubs of communities and
both depend upon and feed those communities. All of my three children went to
Chenderit and all now are self-fulfilled individuals with successful careers and so
I am doubly proud of the legacy of Chenderit. It will always have a special place
in my memory and heart.”
Trevor Davies, 1979 - 1987

“From the vantage point of my first year of retirement, I look back on my time at
Chenderit with enormous gratitude. The team I joined in September 1981 was
keen to provide students with the best experience in and beyond the classroom.
Colleagues provided those new to the profession like me with encouragement,
guidance and opportunities to make a contribution from the outset. The school
being new added to the sense of a vibrant community seeking to nurture the
talents of both students and staff. Nearly 40 years later several colleagues from
my time at Chenderit are among my best friends. I have no doubt that our passion
for teaching and learning and for the education of the whole person as well as the
values we share in making that happen were largely formed at the school.
Memories of those 11 years at Chenderit abound: The opportunity to teach
languages to large numbers who opted to continue with German and/or French;
the exchange with Gymnasium Fallersleben in Germany and the friendships
forged by students and staff; the school productions, 3 of which went ‘on tour’ to
Germany; activities weeks when students and staff learnt new skills together; the
innovative Faculty Weeks which facilitated different ways of learning; the musical
life of the school. So much that fostered positive relationships between all in the
school community and ultimately benefitted students’ learning in the classroom.
Chenderit is where I learnt my craft as a teacher and I believe gained the
confidence to take a career in education further. Colleagues were role models as
teachers, educators and school leaders and I have always been grateful for their
example and expertise. Looking back with affection on my time at Chenderit,
remembering the students and staff who made it such a great place to work, I wish
all who study and work there now the very best. Congratulations Chenderit on
reaching 40. May you continue to flourish.”
David Derbyshire, 1981- 1992

Mr Derbyshire with sixth formers, 1980s

“It has been my pleasure to have been a part of “Team Chenderit” since September
1984. I started fresh out of college the same year as six other staff, notably Patrick
Taylor which, after the retirement of John Childs, leaves us as the longest serving
staff. I started in the PE department as a replacement for Clive Jackson with
Barrie Walton as Head of Department and a fantastic team of Joani Wolstencroft
and Susie Harris. This was a brilliant grounding for my future career. After some
years, I became Head of Year briefly, before it was my privilege to lead the PE
department for 21 years. Working with awesome teachers and wonderful people,
too many to name, to the present wonderful team led by Tony Vickers.
It was another proud moment to become part of the leadership team and then
briefly the school SENDCo, again working with fantastic people, before returning
to the beloved PE department.
Throughout all of my time at Chenderit… what has stood out for me over the years
has been the people that have made “Team Chenderit”. All the staff in whatever
capacity: teaching, support, cleaning; the canteen staff as well as the brilliant
students. I cannot really pick out specific moments, tales or memories maybe just
to have had the privilege to lead a professional team who endeavoured to give so
many opportunities and time to the students of the school.
I absolutely love bumping into former students, discussing bygone tales of their
time at school. At least since retiring from playing rugby some years ago, it is now
not on a Saturday night!
If pushed, my standout memories are from extra-curricular activities, sports tours,
sports teams, Saturday mornings, ski trips and ACE weeks. Seeing young people
grow into fantastic individuals has been inspiring!

Finally, my pearl of wisdom to students today would be “What can you give to
Team Chenderit to make it a wonderful learning environment so everyone can
learn and grow together to fulfil personal ambitions, whatever they are?”
Thank you to all for making Chenderit a hugely enjoyable 35 years of my life, you
are all ‘Top bananas!’”
Dave Hebden, 1984 - present

4DH, 1984. Mr Hebden’s first tutor group

Chenderit students and staff waving goodbye to Princess Margaret, 1990

“I fully recognise the importance of Chenderit School to the local community and
am pleased to have played a small part in helping it to achieve its well-deserved
reputation.
I have one particular memory that I treasure. I offered to lead a constitutional
experience for sixth formers into the workings of the Cabinet. The day dawned.
Painstakingly, I allotted a Cabinet job to each pupil and explained how they should
approach the mock Cabinet discussions.
‘Your task’, I said, ‘is to make out the case for your Department.’ I briefed the
putative Chancellor that his job was to protect the taxpayer and stop his colleagues
spending their money.
We needed a subject relevant to their experience to make the dialogue real and
personal. The proposal before the Cabinet was that Middleton Cheney should be
joined up with Banbury. As Chairman, the closest I got to being Prime Minister,
I invited the Chancellor to contribute. His whole contribution consisted of a fierce
attack on nuclear weapons.
The examiners would not have been impressed!
The cabinet ended in disarray.”
The Rt Hon the Lord Heseltine CH

“Over the forty years I have been associated with Chenderit School, I have seen
many changes. My journey at Chenderit has been amusing, fun, and at times
moving but always pleasurable. I have made many good friends and special
memories which I still hold dear.
In September 1979 the catering staff would prepare a choice of three meals: meat,
vegetarian and salad. The popular types of lunches were pies, mince beef, liver
and roast dinner. Hot and cold puddings such as Viennese whirls, chocolate crunch
and steamed puddings were always available but the most popular choice of
dessert was always jam fritters which the canteen is still renowned for! The
students would queue up to buy their dinner tickets from the front office and
purchase their lunch. Two years later a cash cafeteria system was introduced
meaning snack type meals were sold as well as fizzy drinks!
In 1991 the County Council made all of the kitchen staff redundant due to the
council deciding to cease providing hot school meals. I was invited to create my
own catering firm alongside the school association. This was run successfully for
thirteen happy years, in which we gained the healthy eating award for 12
successive years.
For me, one of the highlights of working at Chenderit was when HRH Princess
Margaret opened the new sixth form block in November 1990. We had practised
our curtsies and everything was going to plan until the police protection team
arrived. They decided to remove the ceiling tiles above the dining table to check
nothing was untoward, hence dirty footprints on a sparkling clean table cloth
which had to be replaced very swiftly! She was a very gracious lady, short, petite
and appreciative, thanking all staff personally.
Another memorable moment was when the school was celebrating the anniversary
of VE day: we all dressed in 1940s clothing with sweet cigarettes hanging from our
mouths and singing along to the old tunes when who should arrive... only the

Environmental Health Officer to inspect the kitchen. Unlike Ofsted inspections,
there was no prior warning. Once we explained what was happening, all was well
and we passed with flying colours.
None of us realise at the time, but we are truly blessed to have such wonderful
surroundings in which to flourish. Chenderit pupils are mostly polite and all I can
say to them now is listen to what is being said to you and enjoy the best days of
your life.
Heather Maddison, 1979 - present

Heather Madison and the Chenderit Canteen staff celebrating the anniversary of VE day

Mr Marchington and one of the school’s computers, 1991

“One memory that will always live with me was more than 30 years ago, when the
school put on a production of “Grease”. I was responsible for the technical aspects,
sound and lighting. The main challenge was how to make a convincing car.
Fortunately, the father of cast member “Sandy” provided his Triumph Stag. So
successful was the musical that we had to put it on for a second run. We then
went on a tour of German schools with the Stag following close behind. It was a
real challenge to set up sound and light for a completely different venue for each
performance. At one school, the only access wide enough for the Stag (after the
caretaker had removed the doors ) didn’t provide access to the stage! “No problem,”
said the caretaker who then went on to build a sturdy wooden ramp to bridge the
gap. It was with some trepidation that we pushed the car across but his temporary
construction held.
One of my crowning achievements, fondly remembered by many students, was
winning the staff World Book Day costume certificate- on several occasions. (Just
don’t tell my wife. What happens in Chenderit stays in Chenderit!) As for advice,
our school mottos say it all: “Aim high, work hard, be nice.” Above all, find a career
that you truly love, stick with it and who knows you too could still be there into
your 33rd year!”
Phil Marchington, 1985 - present

Staff photo, 1992

Staff photo, 1995

“My memories of Chenderit are all about my own children. I joined the school when
my eldest daughter Emma started in Year Seven - she is now 33! I have loved
watching my four children progress successfully through the school and go on to
succeed in their chosen careers. Being there to take pride in their triumphs has
been so important to me. I remember when Emma’s tutor shared her end of year
report with me which she said was “the best in the year group” and highlighted
her many talents and strengths. I remember when my younger daughter, Jen, was
appointed as Teacher of Mathematics and then, later, appointed as Deputy Head
of Maths here at Chenderit. I remember when my eldest son, Joe, played a
fantastic music set in assembly in front of his entire year group, and when my
youngest son, Sam, was awarded a prize for his contribution to Music at the
annual Celebration Evening. My most memorable times at the school though has
been accompanying all four of my children to collect their results on GCSE and A
level results days. I am proud of what they all achieved while at school and how
that enabled them each to go on and be successful individuals in adulthood. My
two daughters are now teachers and my two sons are musicians. My advice to
students in the school would be to follow the school motto of “Aim High, Work Hard
and Be Nice.”
In a world where you can be anything, be kind.”
Bev Martin, 1998 - 2019

Staff photo, 1981

Staff photo, 1982

“I started at Chenderit in 1980, one year after it opened. Obviously being in a
school when it is new and helping to put things in place is very exciting. Right
from the start, Chenderit was so different from many schools in the area: the
school day began early with most lessons taking place in the morning, which was
unusual; we all ran clubs at lunch time or after school, students were allowed to
use all the building throughout the day and there were social areas where students
could sit and talk in their free time. All of this helped create a very caring and
interesting environment to work in as well as study. I initially went into teaching
with the aim of passing on my practical skills. It was a delight to see my students
coming into my classroom eager to learn with me.
I was very fortunate to belong to a pastoral team for many years and then went
on to become Head of Learning for Year 7 and Transition, my perfect job. It
enabled me to go into Primary schools to meet students in their own environment
and then support them once they moved to Chenderit. Some found the move easy
but others, not necessarily the ones you would have expected needed help. Two
things that were particularly memorable was being asked to speak at a National
conference about our transition work and secondly, when the Ofsted report called
our transition programme excellent and the parents described it as exemplary, I
was so proud of my team.
In 2012, I finally had a fully equipped textile room; the difference it made to all of
us was amazing and this was immediately reflected in the complex products the
students produced, far more than was required for their GCSE.
More than ever I think it is so important for all students to pursue a creative
subject as long as possible, the skills they learn in these areas will be invaluable
throughout their lives.”
Claire Mills, 1980 - 2015

Staff photo, 1986

Staff photo, 1987

“I spent eighteen years teaching at Chenderit School. When I first joined, the
school had been open just a year and everything was brand new. The school
buildings were very empty and it was really easy to walk down the corridors! Yet
within a few years the school had grown from that small number to over 1200
students, it was a very exciting time watching the school grow but we all hated
the corridor crushes! One of my happiest memories was the first occasion I
organised the First Year Camp down to South Wales at the end of the summer
term. Even though it rained every day, the Year 7’s still had a brilliant time and
it was incredible to see how so many came back more confident and independent.
One of my most memorable days at Chenderit was also the saddest. It was the
day that the whole school assembly was told that Barry Walton, the Head of PE,
had died suddenly of a heart attack. Mr Walton was liked and respected by all the
students and the staff and it was such a terrible shock for everyone for him to have
died so unexpectedly and at such a young age. Lessons that day were very difficult
with students and staff breaking down in tears but the school community helped
everyone get through it. I had many proud moments when students in my tutor
groups or in my subject, History, achieved excellent GCSE or A levels results. Yet
one my proudest was seeing one young man called Alex pass his A level History
course. He had struggled with the subject for two years but he had kept going,
asking for advice and slowly improving until he achieved the grade he needed to
get to college. I really enjoy running into ex-students in town or at the gym and
most have happy memories of Chenderit. All of them, even the few that say that
they hated school, say that looking back now they are amazed at the opportunities
they had had at school: to learn new things, to meet and work with different types
of people, to do new sports or activities or visit new places. Some regret not taking
up those opportunities but many who are now happy and confident as adults, were
those who tried lots of new things during their time at school.”
Nigel Mills, 1980 - 1998

“I have been employed as one of Chenderit’s lunchtime supervisors for about 25
years and have found it rewarding and enjoyable. Each day is different. I’ve met
some lovely children over the years. I always look out for children that are being
bullied and I’ve realised I have made a difference to some students by doing so. I
was in Banbury a few years ago when a young man who I hardly remembered
came up to me and thanked me for believing him when he said he was being
bullied, when no one else would. It’s important that everyone in our community
looks out for everyone else.”
Kim Moriarty, 1994 - present

“My happiest memories of Chenderit are all of the friendship of the colleagues with
whom I worked. Teaching has always been a stressful occupation, but no matter
how difficult a lesson someone may have had, once they reached the staff room, a
few cheery words from their colleagues would soon put everything into perspective
and, inevitably, within minutes someone would be laughing and normality would
prevail. It’s that level of support that provides my happiest memories of Chenderit.
One of the most memorable colleagues I had the pleasure to work with was Phil
Smith. Phil was our first Head of Music and never did anything by halves. Within
months of the school opening, he had nearly everyone in the school involved in a
carol concert, including all the staff who he recruited to join the choir. Phil’s
enthusiasm was infectious, and to him, nothing was impossible. I ended up
conducting the school’s brass band. Despite my reservations, and complete
inexperience, I really enjoyed the experience and will always be grateful to Phil
for encouraging me to give it a go.
Though an extremely sad event, my proudest moment at Chenderit was how the
whole school dealt with the untimely death of our great friend and colleague Barry
Walton, who was the school’s first Head of PE. The whole school community pulled
together to manage their grief and to help the school continue to move forward
after such an awful experience. We held a wonderfully moving memorial service
in the sports hall, at which his widow Bev was our guest of honour. It is impossible
to think of the birth of Chenderit without thinking about the contribution that
Barry made. I’m proud to have known him, and proud to have called him a friend.
Life rarely runs smoothly. My advice to students would be to be prepared for the
unexpected, and never to dismiss the opportunities presented.”
Mark Reader 1979 – 1996

Page from school Year Book, 1996

“They say you know whether or not you want to buy a house within 10 seconds of
viewing it, in a way, that’s how I felt about Chenderit. I came here on interview in
May 1995. So many things throughout the day just seemed to click and I was
quietly confident that I would get the job. I did….and I am still here! I feel
incredibly lucky to have started my teaching career here with nine other NQTs, I
joined a really positive department and wider Humanities team and felt instantly
valued and involved, if a little over awed.
As I write this it is Transfer Week and I have very vivid memories of coming into
Chenderit whilst still on my PGCE course to meet my new Year 7 tutees and their
parents. The sense of responsibility to ‘get this right’ was huge and I am eternally
grateful to some amazingly supportive parents from that first group, who let me
know I was doing all right. One of my most favourite aspects of teaching is meeting
ex students and their parents and finding out what they are doing today; be it at
Sainsbury’s, school discos or village fetes. Many of my first tutees are of course
parents themselves now. Our exchange is always along the lines of ‘Hello
Miss…..still at Chenderit?’ I am always proud to say yes and I always sense that
whomever I am speaking to thinks very fondly of Chenderit too.
In terms of highlights, there are many. So many amazing trips, from a blissfully
sunny week in Wales at the end of my first year with Year 7 Camp, to trekking
across a glacier in Iceland with our lovely Year 13s last year. I have always loved
cross – curricular events such as putting together an Olympic Bid in a week.
Though not quite a Luddite, I was always so impressed with the skills of the
students as they put together marketing materials, videos, presentations and of
course their amazing opening ceremonies. The energy and enthusiasm that the
students brought to these events was inspiring. Sports Days too are always a great
occasion. For me such experiences highlight Chenderit at its best, with the whole
school community visibly working together.

Teaching is without doubt very challenging, and teenagers can be
tricky…however, I can honestly say that in 20+ years of teaching I have never felt
bored and I continue to appreciate the privileged position that I am in. From the
role models that have helped to mould me as a teacher I would like to encourage
students to value their work, be well organised, support one another and become
involved. Speak to your teachers too…they are quite a friendly bunch really!”
Bev Reed, 1995 – present

Geography field trip, 1980s

“I have so many happy memories of Chenderit. The amazing Extravaganzas (Mr
Foley as’ Barbie Girl’, ‘Right Said Fred’ and ‘Rock DJ’.); Year 7 Camp (teaching
Year 7s to cook, singing round the camp fire, making sandcastles on the beach in
Tenby); the wonderful ACE week (where I spent many happy times with groups of
students horse riding); Teaching Italian with Mrs Charlesworth in Cross
Curricular week. More than all of that though, I will always think of my wonderful
classes and the fantastic results they have achieved, particularly in 2017. My
proudest moment was when all of my Sixth Formers achieved A in A level French.
What is important at Chenderit is the caring attitude of all the staff and the
wonderful relationships we foster with each other and our students. Yes, exams
are important, but our interactions with each other provide lasting memories.”
Rhonna Rigby, 1990 – present

French exchange, 1980s

“Many things have changed over the years, the buildings, the staff and Head
Teachers, but I always felt that each and every one of those staff and each and
every one of those Head Teachers, in their own unique way, always had the best
interest of each and every child in their hearts. Everyone wants each Chenderit
student to succeed and to reach their full potential. My overriding memory will
always be the support and kindness shown to me by all the staff of the school.”
Maureen Risbridger, 1997 – 2019

Chenderit school tie, late 1990s

Mr Childs with students, 1980s

“I enjoyed my 15 years at Chenderit and was fortunate to have worked with some
incredibly committed and talented headteachers, teaching and support staff.
Their commitment to achieving the absolute best for their pupils was always
incredible. I am pleased to have been an integral part of the team which has
enabled facilities at Chenderit to be both expanded and improved. The Gallery,
the community block, the quad infill development and the Sixth Form block were
essential to the development and progress of the school.
My days at Chenderit were never dull but perhaps the oddest moment came late
one Friday afternoon, after pupils had left, when our cleaning supervisor came and
asked me to have a word with a gentleman at the back door who she was having
difficulty in understanding. To my surprise I could see a glider right in the middle
of the school field. Apparently the gentleman had been taking part in a glider
flying competition for people with disabilities and was trying to make it back to
Shenington when the wind currents just turned against him and he had to exercise
a controlled emergency landing. He needed a cup of tea to calm him down, but
fortunately was uninjured and amazingly the glider was recovered by trailer
virtually undamaged.
It is often said that schools days are the best of your life and whilst not all would
agree, the importance of getting the best out of your education is absolutely
paramount, although you will never stop learning throughout your working
career. After 45 years in the working environment my advice is to be fully
committed to whatever role you undertake, always give of your best, be cooperative and supportive of others, whilst keeping a sense of perspective through
the good and bad times. If things don’t always go as planned, never give up but
work even harder to achieve your goals, keep calm, respectful of others and lastly
maintain a sense of humour even when the going gets tough.
Doug Scott, Governor. Business Manager, 2000 -2014

“‘Friendly and welcoming,’ were my first thoughts, stepping into Chenderit in
1989. The staff were young and energetic, and it was obvious from training days
in the autumn term that this was a progressive and forward-thinking school.
There was a strong sense of community, not just within department and faculty
teams, but collectively as a school, like being part of a giant family. I remember at
the end of my first term after the excitement of the ‘Extravaganza’ and staff
celebrations feeling tearful, both because I was exhausted by all of the
opportunities that a young teacher throws themselves into, but also because I felt
proud and privileged to belong to such a lovely school.
Being a geographer, I have always had a love of travel, and have tried to instil
that sense of curiosity about different environments around the world in the
students I teach. Over the years, I have been fortunate enough to take groups of
students away on activities week programmes towards the end of the summer
term. Initially, in the early 1990s, this was to the Peak District caving, abseiling,
swimming and walking. I have many happy memories of driving a minibus full of
students with the windows down singing Blur and Oasis songs on our way to take
part in activities with another bus in tow doing a very similar thing. These were
the days with slatted side-facing seats in minibuses, where you had a concertina
of students howling with laughter whenever there was a need to apply the brakes.
Clearly very different times! From about 2000, I changed locations and we went
on a similar activity week programme to Bath and the Mendips, replacing some of
the walking with dry-slope skiing and horse-riding. Perhaps the highlight of these
activity programmes was in 1993 and 1995, when we took a group of about 45
students to Switzerland, using cog railways, chairlifts and cable cars to access
mountain footpaths alongside glaciers and alpine flowers. We had a fantastic time
walking in the day, and playing rounders and swimming in the lake by the youth
hostel in the evenings, all without a mobile phone in sight!

Providing the opportunity for students to take part in geographical fieldwork has
always been a strong ethos of mine. From the early 1990s, we took a group of GCSE
geographers to Snowdonia for a week in October to collect data for their GCSE
coursework. Wading in mountain streams with tape measures and pieces of orange
peel to measure velocity (often in the rain), and climbing part of Snowdon on the
‘miners track’ to study glacial landforms were essential activities. Since 2002, we
have been going to Swanage, completing coastal fieldwork along the beautiful
Dorset coastline. There is something special about taking GCSE students out of
the classroom and into the ‘field’. It is great to see them with their friends
completing activities in the outdoors. By the evening, after a write-up in the
classroom, students often display fatigue and suggest they are struggling to keep
awake. However, by about midnight, just when staff are ready to go to sleep, rooms
come alive with card games, midnight feasts, singing and giggling!
There is always a strong bond between students in A level Geography groups, and
this is largely down to the fact that for many years we used to go to the Peak
District and Manchester in the autumn term of year 12, carrying out a mixture of
physical and human geography fieldwork. This usually involved completing
hydrology studies in snow, rain or sunshine in Edale, or assessing urban and
sports led regeneration in Manchester. At the National Cycling Centre, we always
timed our visits so we could see the British Cycling team train, 2012, being a very
special year when I got very excited at seeing Sir Chris Hoy!
For many years, we also completed fieldwork in Norfolk, examining salt marsh
and sand dune ecosystems and rapidly-eroding coastal sites such as Happisburgh.
Here students complete fieldwork tasks as a team, collecting questionnaire data,
or beach profiles and this collective experience tends to bond groups even further
together.

Finally, between 1991 and 2000, I was lucky enough to take six different groups
of students on an exchange programme to Japan during the cherry blossom season.
Students stayed with host families for some of the time, where we took part in tea
ceremonies, kimono-wearing, flower-arranging, origami and calligraphy. In the
early 1990s, this was a huge cultural shock, and I remember very anxious-looking
students being whisked away to their host family, only to return the next day,
bursting with excitement with stories to tell about futons, seaweed, funny bath
tubs and, most importantly, computerised toilets! For the rest of the time in Japan,
we travelled together around the country, staying in traditional Youth Hostels,
visiting places like Tokyo, Kyoto, Nara, Hiroshima, and many castles, temples,
shrines and volcanoes. These were fantastic experiences for us all, each one
slightly different.
As the years go by, I find that I have the strongest and fondest memories of the
different groups of students that I have taken away, and the funny and unique
things that happen, that makes one trip distinguishable from another. For
example, I have a strong visual image of a small group of sixth form boys singing
‘head shoulders, knees and toes’ to the delight of several coach parties of Japanese
people while visiting Mt Fuji National Park, in Japan; I recall an A level student
announcing that they had left their rucksack at the top of Mount Snowdon when
we were just getting off the last Snowdon Mountain train of the day; and I have
memories of endless students over the years who have fallen over in streams or
saltmarshes, covered in thick black mud from top to toe!”
Liz Taylor, 1989 - present

A Japanese day in Chenderit in the 1990s,
inspired by one of Mrs Taylor’s exchange visits to Japan.

Sally Thomas and A level Biology class, 1990s

“Looking back at my time at Chenderit, I feel very fortunate to have been part of
something so special. The happy, innovative, caring community that was the
school, from students and teaching staff, canteen staff, the cleaners and caretakers
and the administrative team. Everyone played their enthusiastic part. The
students thought of it as their school and for the most part were very proud of the
school too.
We were always an innovative school. The introduction of an Activities week was
pioneering, but also the World of Work week, even an exchange with Eton College.
The Oxford Union came to debate at the school once. I spoke recently to Stewart
Francis, Chenderit’s first headmaster about this. He recalls that William Hague
was in the Oxford team. When he arrived, he asked ‘Which side of the debate am
I to speak on?’ Then he spoke brilliantly without using any notes. When asked
later about not using notes, he said ‘I never use notes, as it puts the audience on
your side. They feel nervous on your behalf in case you dry up.’ I always found that
interesting.
The Sports department was hugely successful and innovative, and used as an
example of good practice by the County. We had lots of teams and Saturday
morning matches. Above all, I remember the sadness when Barrie Walton died
and how we all pulled together in the time that followed.”
Sally Thomas, 1980-1999

“My happiest (and funniest) memory at Chenderit comes at the misfortune of
someone who has become somewhat of a legend in these parts – none other than
Dave Hebden! I was looking for Mr. H, who happened to be covering a Year 11 IT
lesson in IT1. We were discussing report grades and he was typing these into his
laptop. The charge ran out of the laptop, so he leant over to plug it in, but stretched
just too far and tipped his chair over backwards. On landing he promptly jumped
up, took up a gymnastics finishing position and said ‘Ta dah!’. The whole class had
seen this, but not one of the students dared to laugh out loud, there were a lot of
shoulders shaking however!
I think one of the things I have been most proud of is what were called ‘CrossCurricular Weeks’. Years 7, 8 & 9 were split into three different teams for the
week, working on one particular topic. I was lucky enough to be on the ‘Olympics’
team and although it took blood, sweat and tears to get through the week, the pay
off at the end was some truly spectacular opening ceremonies as the students
worked in ‘City’ groups bidding to host the next Olympic Games.
It’s always difficult to give advice, particularly as I get older and further away
from the students’ age, but I would say two main things; firstly, school days seem
long and laborious at the time, but looking back when will you ever get to spend
so much time again with your mates? Make the most of it, you will miss it! It is
only as you get older that you can look back at your time in school and regret not
working that bit harder (or smarter, as Mr. H would say!)”
Gail Young, 1996 - present

8GLC, 1997, with Mrs Young (Miss Capps)

Waiting to start a school trip, 1980s

“All of my memories from Chenderit are very happy ones. I remember it was very
exciting being the first lot of pupils to be attending the school and we just couldn’t
wait to get there. My very first trip abroad was with school going on the German
exchange: that was one of the best experiences for me. We had a great time, although
I did get a bit homesick. The school plays were always good fun too- I was in
“Oliver”. As I am not a very sporty person, I would say the thing I did not enjoy very
much was playing hockey out in the freezing cold, and probably the cross country
although that was a good excuse to have a good natter on the way round. My form
tutors were Mr Davies and Mr Childs both were great teachers. I made a lot of
lovely friends whilst there and I am pleased to say that 40 years on we still regularly
meet up for weekends away or just a drink and a chat.”
1979 Chenderit Student
“My favourite teacher by far, was Miss Swift. I loved my English lessons with her,
she made them fun while still teaching us. I have the fondest memories of her, she
was an exceptional lady, never shouted and always had an ear if you needed to talk.
God, what I would give now to go back and listen properly.”
1979 Chenderit Student

“The teachers back then were amazing. They connected with us kids. I remember
standing in the new hall, in a brand new school with my Mum on the big
presentation before school started. Mr Francis, the Head Master, and the teachers
were standing up front and this one sentence that stuck in both our minds was ...
“Every child will leave with an education and a pass in at least one exam.” He was
right. Even the ones you thought wouldn't even sit an exam did and did pass an
exam. The other thing I remember was the uniform. Strict or what! The girls used
to roll their skirts up at the waist to make them shorter above the knee, but we still
got told off! The boys had to wear grey socks. If you wore a navy shirt you wore a
cherry red tie and vice versa. But you know what, we did look smart and it gave a
great impression and we were proud to be a Chenderit pupil even though most of
us tried to break the rules and put our own identities or fashion into it. As for sports,
there was one Banbury school we always wanted to beat.. Drayton. That's when all
the kids came together, whether you were participating or not. I don't think it
mattered if we lost against other schools just so long as we beat them. When the
time came to leave school, I didn't want to.”
1979 Chenderit Student

Mr Smith and a Chenderit school trip, 1980

